
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 7:47 PM PT 
To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy 
Washington DC.; Devin Standard; Dr. John K. Pollard - JKPJKP@alum.mit.edu; Ron 
Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rodney Smith; Selwyn 
Gerber - Economist - CPA; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; Roy Essakow - 
Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Dr. 
Tea; Tefo Mohapi; Jay McMichael - CNN photojournalist; US Marine Captain Brian 
Steidle - The Devil Came On Horseback; John Dau - A Leader of the Lost Boys of 
the Sudan; Dr. Jonathan "Trouble Bubble" Beare; Solly Krok; Bernard Lazarus - 
Open Supporter of The South African Apartheid Regime and brother of Gunter "The 
Pig" Lazarus; bluenileir@bluenile.com; dating@nypost.com; Robert H. Frank - 
Profefessor of Economics - Cornell University ; sachs@axsamer.org; United States 
Justice Department; Tony Leon MP - Leader of the Democratic Alliance - Republic of 
South Africa; Trevor Manuel - South Africa's Minister of Finance; Author-Journalist 
Mark Gevisser - son of David Gevisser, executor of American Charles Engelhard's 
estate; Sternshow@howardstern.com; Stephen Cohen - Codiam Inc.; Sherri 
Hendricks - Rapaport Report; Sidney Abelski Esq.; South African Consulate 
General; American Civil Liberties Union [ACLU]; artbell-coast; Dr. Laura Family; 
drudge@drudgereport.com; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond 
Invention; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; 
nikkifinke@deadlinehollywood.com; Dr. Ruth; Rush Limbaugh; 
oreilly@foxnews.com; Oprah; JohnStossel@abcnews.com; Joyce Kwan - 
nuzeds@tt.mit.edu; editors@jpost.com; editor@shanghaidaily.com; 
fanmail@davematthewsband.com; Gerard Arpey - American Airlines - President and 
Chief Operating Officer ; Guy De Chazal - Partner Morgan Stanley; 
heydave@cbsnews.com; Embassy of Pakistan - Interests Section of the Islamic 
Republic of Iran; Professor Jagdish Bhagwati - Columbia University; mallorca agent; 
Marcia "Hitler's Gold" Kramer - Political / Investigative Correspondent And Host - 
WCBS-TV ; Melanie Gurvits Esq. - Steven Spielberg's lawyer; Michael Strauss Esq. - 
International Monetary Fund; Michelle Kube - Execuitve Producer, The Bill Handle 
Show KFI-AM 640 "More Stimulating Talk Sh*t Radio" [sic].; Newell Starks - 
Chairman of the Board - Sterling Holding Company - A Citicorp Venture Corporation 
fronting corporation; Peter Elkind - author of THE SMARTEST GUY IN THE ROOM; 
Richard C. Levin, President Yale University; Professor Rabbi Abner Weiss; Randall 
Kaplan. co-founder of AKAMAI with Daniel Lewin - 911 victim - Member of Sayeret 
Matkal - Elite Israeli Special Forces unit; Ray McCormack - co-Producer Crude 
Awakening; Simon Wiesenthal Center; TheTonightShow@nbc.com; Thomas 
Stephens Esq. - Bartlit-Beck- Citicorp Venture Corporation + Newell Starks' 
attorney; Doug Fiske - De Beers Gemological Institute of America; M.A. Sanjayan, 
Ph.D. - Lead Scientist, The Nature Conservancy - Planet Earth BBC commentator; 
jheld@tnc.org; newsdesk@miningweekly.co.za; Miriam Ross - Survival 
International fanmail@davematthewsband.com; Mossad 
Subject: “If you are comfortable with the status quo then you won’t like what my 
husband has to say!!” MDG - RE: INVITATION DRAFT - Legacy 
 
I liked it. 



 

Why not throw in what “cut out the fluff” Marie Dion Gevisser says as well,  

 

“If you are comfortable with the status quo then you won’t like what my husband has to say!!” 

 

Possibly later this evening, I will be sending out an email that is currently around 11,800 words to 

Wildblue.com who currently provide the satellite internet service here at the Stone Home. Maybe it will 

help make the invitation “harder hitting”. 

 

Currently, it begins as follow  

 

Here is the “problem” that Bill Clinton, every Democrat, every Republican, 
every Independent, yes pretty much anyone belonging to any political party 
and/or religious institution here in the United States, never figured when 
mostly thinking the hard working poor are stupid, not able to figure out how 
to legally steal. 
 
The “problem” begins and ends with the “solution” of how I-we are going 
about in an “interesting way” spotlighting these arrogant hypocrites as they 
never dreamed possible in their worst nightmares, all the while building up 
one most extraordinary foundation; truth has a funny way of cutting through 
all the bs. 
 
It was so easy for the filthy rich without any loyalty to country or religion 
while having their political stooges along with the priesthood of all the major 
religions breeding controversy all the while “pick pocketing” from the poor, to 
believe that the status quo would not change beginning with the ruling class 
of elitists throughout the world convinced that they would forever get away 
with trickling down the costs of them getting richer on the backs of the 
financially poor who could never really mount any offensive to speak of since 
the business of all corrupt governments is to corrupt grass roots 
organizations the instant they take root. 
 
But with each tick of the clock information technology transfer is fast 
catching up with the poor being forced to do the heavy lifting; just a matter 
of time before the information of the injustices reaches the poor before they 
are all dirt poor and are at each other’s throats just to survive; moreover, 
that the hard working poor still, incredible as may be to believe, have the 
financial resources to wage the most extraordinarily peaceful but effective 
internet warfare against all corrupt governments who also have to realize 
that the people have just as powerful an information tool as them. 
 
So does it really make any difference who is the next President of the United 
States? 
 
Of course not given how transparent is the over-the-top corruption of all our 
United States politicians who also with each passing moment have to contend 
with a massive peaceful uprising that will greatly interfere with their plans for 



all out war amongst the world’s poor who are having little difficulty seeing all 
the manipulation and deception by our corrupt elected and non-elected 
government officials. 
 
Not to mention yet again why it is that China who in 10 years will have the 
world’s largest English speaking population, features so very prominently in 
the ingenious Israeli Military Intelligence report bearing in mind that China 
does not need for Al Quaida or for that matter the United States to officially 
take over the oil fields of Kuwait, Qatar and Saudi Arabia to revalue their 
currency and in that same instant price the United States out of the oil 
market without a single member of the United States government able to, 
“cry foul”. 
 
http://au.youtube.com/watch?v=pMcfrLYDm2U 
 
To mention little of every single United States politician knows perfectly well 
that China was in a position to do just that yesterday as well as the day 
before which does not mean they won’t decide to do it before you receive 
this communiqué. 
 
To mention in passing that time right now is very much on the side of the 
Peoples Republic of Communist China and their allies made up of all their 
trading partners who don’t have the United States of America’s biggest guns 
pointed at their heads. 
 
Again, just ask any Israeli Special Forces Commanding Officer who has spent 
any time in China over the past 3 or so decades whether there would first of 
all be any point to even ask the very best of Israeli Special Forces 
commandos whether they would be “comfortable” taking on their Chinese 
counterparts who like Israeli Special Forces are not waiting for the enemy to 
arrive in Haifa Harbor, unless to get them to smile from ear to ear knowing 
that not only do Chinese Special Forces Commandos know exactly what 
Israeli Special Forces commandos know but the Chinese have muscles where 
they count. 





   

 
A continued non-vote by the overwhelming majority of unrepresented 
citizens of the United States of America is a must, but it is not the only thing 
we can do. 
 
We can also explain how only because all 3 Branches of the US Government 
were corrupted; i.e. bought off with money, gold and platinum that one 
American, Charles Engelhard was able to amass in both his and his father’s 
lifetime control of the world’s supply of platinum when the United States of 
America produces some 2% of the world supply and South Africa some 78%. 
 
Moreover, when Engelhard was buried on March 2nd 1971 and it was “official” 
that while he inherited from his father the title, “The Platinum King” he now 
controlled the world’s supply with his most corrupt American politicians 
forced to pay their respects beginning with Senator Ted Kennedy, former 
President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey, all big government 
Democrats, South Africa was under the diamond studded iron fist control of 
the most repressive South African Apartheid Regime who provided Engelhard 
and his partner Anglo South African Harry Oppenheimer with the black slave 
labor. 
 
In return for Engelhard taking care of American politicians in all the political 
parties as well as keeping church officials throughout the world “quiet” those 
same politicians provided this most racist, most obscene, most vehemently 
anti-Semitic, anti-Christian, anti-Muslim bunch of retards all the military mite 
of the United States’ Armed Forces for a continuous period of 45 odd years, 
beginning on May 26th, 1948. 
 



The last thing any reasonable crook would want to happen is to get their very 
poorly paid military personnel upset to the point of joining the ranks of those 
US Americans without a high school diploma who are not eligible to join the 
economic military draft who are joining in droves those most vicious street 
gangs; just ask Dr. John K. Pollard Jr. how his two gang banger grandsons 
are doing as of late. 
 
Hello There. My name is Gary Steven Gevisser. According to very precise 
Devin Standard who felt the need to critique me, “Black, not African 
American. You are the African American. I am Scottish, Afican, Caribbean 
and American Indian” [sic] when once again choosing very carefully to 
respond to an email I sent a co-opted employee of De Beers’ Gemological 
Institute of America. Click on hyperlink below: 

 

 

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]  

Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 11:46 PM 
To: 'Gary S Gevisser' 

Subject: INVITATION DRAFT - Legacy 

 
Can you tell me your thoughts? I am not sure if I like the format but I was having trouble not sounding 
preachy and this is what resulted. 
 
 
 
 
 
You knew it couldn’t last forever. We all saw the signs, but who wanted rain on the parade. We teach our 
children to be responsible for their actions; we should lead by example. 
 
Undoubtedly there will be finger pointing followed by protestors backing one group or the next. No 
difference since each will serve the same result. 
 
We all benefited to some degree, but it was not balanced when considering the division amongst financial 
classes being the greatest it has ever been in the United States history. 
 
When did you start asking questions? You know that will be the next “Where were you when JFK was 
shot?” What was the first sign that you saw that let you know it was not like any recession we had ever 
seen? 
 
Ignorance will not prevent layoffs, foreclosures, unemployment, desperation, food lines, class division, 
and class wars. 
 
We have been complacent with our easy lives. We worry about gas prices, steroids in baseball, and 
competing with the Jones’ while the rest of the world worries about survival. 
 
When we have 130 military bases across the world what message are we really sending? Why have we 
been lying to ourselves when we knew what fighting for “democracy” meant cheap goods and services? 
 
What do we do now that the idea of leaving a footprint with our money is slowly slipping as the homes 
and nice cars that we own are slowing tightening around our necks? 
 



In 1929 the world markets crashed and so marked the beginning of the great depression. For most of the 
world it was a reallocation of resources. It meant overnight, stock brokers became dock workers and 
farmers, white collar become blue collar. A once thriving nation struggled to eat. 
 
How will you be remembered when your money is worthless? What do you want to leave your children? 
 
Can you survive in a barter system? 
 
How did we get here and who thrives when we collapse? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


